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THE GATES
AGRICULTURAL
BELT PROGRAMME
Premium quality agricultural belts assuring reliability…
even under the toughest conditions
Gates is a world-leading manufacturer of high-quality and heavy-duty belts to the industrial
and agricultural markets. Throughout the years, Gates has played a key role in the creation and
development of premium quality belts. Our worldwide customer base stems from Gates’ advanced belt
technology, product development policy and innovative design procedures. Gates invests continuously
in quality, research and development in order to meet customers’ current and future demands.
As a supplier to original equipment manufacturers all over Europe, Gates offers an OE equivalent for
your agricultural belt replacements!

HIGH PERFORMANCE, QUALITY, DEPENDABILITY … WITH GATES
Through innovative product design and advanced technical
know-how, Gates provides solutions for today’s demanding
agricultural power drive requirements.
Dynamic innovation comes from working in direct
partnership with leading agricultural original equipment

manufacturers. Keeping us out in front, developing
and anticipating what the aftermarket will demand. OE
manufacturers all over Europe rely on Gates innovation
and superior engineering to give them the power
transmission products they rely on.

Fit for heavy-duty
That is how Gates offers the agricultural replacement market a
high-quality range of replacement belts for heavy-duty power
transmission applications. They are specially developed for heavyduty drives on farming machinery.

DESIGNED FOR HEAVY-DUTY AGRICULTURAL DRIVES
Agricultural belts work in the heaviest conditions
possible. Combines work outdoors, often in constant
sunlight and therefore hot conditions. In addition, the
belts are subjected to dust, dirt, stones and other objects
that may enter between the belt and the pulley.
For all these reasons, you should only use belts
specifically designed for use on agricultural
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applications, as these are built to specifications
capable of withstanding such harsh conditions.
They are robust and reinforced, composed of
materials that are both very flexible and resistant,
like aramid or polyester tensile members, specific
elastomeric compounds or highly resistant
cover bands.

OE quality
Recognising the demands of agricultural machinery, Gates
offers you a specially designed Agricultural Belt Programme, a
comprehensive range of agricultural replacement belts covering a
multitude of applications. This programme ensures trouble-free
and long-lasting service in the most demanding working conditions
of farming machinery. The products are built to original equipment
quality and offer excellent performance.

GATES HIGH-QUALITY AGRICULTURAL BELT RANGE

Construction features
Gates’ agricultural belts are available as banded V-belts with concave
sidewalls and Flex Weave® band and as bandless, cogged V-belts with
special cog design. These belts are all characterised by one or more of
the following additional features:
• unique tensile (premium aramid or polyester) member
resists elongation;
• advanced chemical treatment of the tensile members, to assure
improved bonding;
• multilayer elastomeric building process, with oriented fibres in the
undercord, resulting in a better cord support.
All this assures your combine will not suffer from breakdown during
the season, as the belts are smooth running, offer the highest power
capacity and a long and trouble-free service life.

Gates offers a wide range of agricultural belts for the
replacement market. In our Gates Agricultural Belt
Catalogue (ref. E2/20142) you will find more than
7,000 Gates replacement references for a multitude

of OE belts on combine
harvesters, as well as
preventive maintenance tips
and a trouble shooting guide.

In short: with Gates heavy-duty belts your
combine will not break down during the season
avoiding expensive downtime loss!
Please contact your Gates agricultural distributor or a Gates sales representative for any additional requests:
he’ll be able to offer you a satisfactory solution.
Your distributor:

The manufacturers reserve the right to amend details where necessary.
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